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ABSTRACT: Introduction: Neuromuscular electrical stimulation
(NMES) has been shown to be an effective treatment for muscular dysfunction. Yet, a fundamental barrier to NMES treatments is the rapid onset of muscle fatigue. The purpose of this
study is to examine the effect of feedback-based frequency
modulation on the closed-loop performance of the quadriceps
during repeated dynamic contractions. Methods: In the first
experiment, subjects completed four different frequency modulation NMES protocols utilizing the same amplitude modulation
control to compare the successful run times (SRTs). A second
experiment was performed to determine the change in muscle
response to high- and low-frequency stimulation. Results: Compared with constant-frequency stimulation, results indicate that
using an error-driven strategy to vary the stimulation frequency
during amplitude modulation increases the number of successful contractions during non-isometric conditions. Conclusion:
Simultaneous frequency and amplitude modulation increases
the SRT during closed-loop NMES control.
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The use of electric current to activate skeletal
muscle, often referred to as neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES), is commonly used in rehabilitation settings. The goal of NMES is to produce
muscle contractions that aid in the recovery of
strength, size, and function of human skeletal
muscles to obtain physiological and functional
beneﬁts. Two primary applications for NMES
include: (1) rehabilitation of skeletal muscle size
and function via plastic changes in the neuromuscular system1–3; and (2) activation of muscle(s) to
elicit movements that result in functional performance (i.e., standing, stepping, reaching, etc.),4–6
termed functional electrical stimulation (FES).
NMES has been shown to be an effective treatment
for muscular dysfunction in clinical cohorts such
as stroke and spinal cord injury,4–6 although the
speciﬁcs of how to optimize NMES delivery are not
well established.
Methods are sought to increase the intensity
and duration of rehabilitative treatments to more
rapidly return affected individuals to activities of
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daily living and thereby reduce secondary complications and healthcare costs. A fundamental barrier to NMES/FES treatments is the rapid onset of
muscle fatigue during repeated contractions. The
onset of muscle fatigue during electrical stimulation is strongly correlated with stimulation parameters such as intensity, frequency, and pattern of
stimulation.7 Contraction intensity is modulated by
recruitment of additional motor units (regulated
through stimulation amplitude and/or pulse
width) as well as rate coding (regulated by subtetanic increases in stimulation frequency). Repeated
contractions of appropriate intensity will likely
require stimulators that can optimally modulate
these parameters. Research studies targeting new
technologies to reduce NMES-associated fatigue
have achieved moderate success; however, a continued open research question is how the stimulation
parameters (i.e., parameters of the activation dynamics) can be most effectively modulated to
reduce the onset of fatigue while eliciting desired
muscle contractions.
Previous studies have shown that the rate and
level of fatigue during NMES may accelerate in
response to high stimulation frequencies and
intensities.8–12 In particular, minimizing stimulation frequency is beneﬁcial to achieving a given
absolute torque when fatigue is a concern, and
thus there is a need to lower the rate coding while
recruiting more motor units to produce a desired
muscle force/joint torque. These studies emphasize the importance of stimulation frequency over
intensity in causing fatigue. Moreover, one study9
indicated that future efforts aimed at optimizing
FES design should focus on dynamic contractions
to emphasize the stimuli necessary to elicit predictable excursions at desired velocities in an effort to
meet the contractile demands necessary for functional movement. Dynamic contractions introduce
additional complexity over isometric actions, and
muscle-speciﬁc properties (e.g., length–tension,
force–velocity) inﬂuence controller performance
during these types of contractions. Accordingly,
studies that incorporate dynamic contractions
while targeting reduction of fatigue during electrical stimulation may allow for a more rapid translation of results to clinical application.
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The experiments described herein address the
effects of simultaneous frequency and amplitude
modulation quantiﬁed by successful run times
(SRTs) when the leg is controlled to follow a
desired trajectory. The purpose of this study is to
examine the effect of feedback-based frequency
modulation on the closed-loop performance of the
quadriceps femoris muscle group during repeated
dynamic contractions with the goal of enabling
more successful contractions, quantiﬁed by limb
position error. A recently developed NMES control
method13 is implemented through amplitude modulation with constant pulse width and different
constant-frequency settings. The respective results
are compared with those obtained by implementing the same controller with amplitude modulation
and a feedback-based varied-frequency modulation
scheme that adjusts the frequency to maintain the
limb position tracking error within a speciﬁed range.

METHODS

All testing was performed using an apparatus that
consists of a custom computer-controlled stimulation circuit and a leg extension machine (LEM;
Fig. 1). The LEM includes optical encoders to
measure the angle between the femur and the
tibia. The LEM allows seating adjustments to
ensure that the rotation of the knee is about the
encoder axis. A 4.5-kg (10 lb.) load was attached to
the weight bar of the LEM, and a mechanical stop
was used to prevent hyperextension. A computer
was used to collect data from the encoders and
execute a closed-loop RISE (robust integral of the
sign of the error) controller.13 The RISE controller
calculates the voltage required at any given time
for a subject’s knee joint/shank to follow a given
desired trajectory. The desired trajectory was
selected as a sinusoid ranging from 5 to 35 with
a period of 1.5 seconds. This trajectory was
selected because the frequency and range of
motion closely matches knee joint excursions during gait. Voltage was applied across the quadriceps
muscle group with two bipolar self-adhesive surface
electrodes. The electrodes were placed over the
distal–medial and proximal–lateral portions of
the quadriceps femoris muscle group to maximize
the number of stimulated muscle ﬁbers.
Seven healthy men and women (age 29.5 6 8
years) participated in two sets of experiments utilizing NMES to follow a desired trajectory. Because
the left and right legs of any given subject may
have differing levels of strength and respond differently to electrical stimulation (i.e., require different controller gains), the left and right legs of
each subject were treated as separate sets of data.
Unique letters A–N correspond to each of the 14
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FIGURE 1. The experimental setup includes a leg extension
exercise machine, encoders to determine the subject’s leg
angle, q(t), and a computer to control stimulation and gather
data. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

legs tested and are used in the Results section to
depict which experiments each leg participated in.
During testing, subjects were instructed to relax as
much as possible and allow the stimulation to control the limb motion (i.e., the subject was not supposed to inﬂuence the leg motion voluntarily and
was not allowed to see the desired trajectory). The
electrical stimulation responses of healthy subjects
have been reported to be similar to those of paraplegic subjects.14–17 Therefore, healthy subjects
were used in NMES experiments as a substitute for
affected individuals. Prior to participation, written
informed consent was obtained from all subjects,
as approved by the institutional review board at
the University of Florida.
In the ﬁrst experiment, for the same amplitude
modulated control implementation, subjects completed four different frequency modulation NMES
protocols including: constant 20 HZ (Protocol 1);
constant 40 HZ (Protocol 2); decreasing from 40
HZ to 20 HZ (Protocol 3); and increasing from 20
HZ to 40 HZ (Protocol 4). SRTs were computed for
each protocol by taking the total stimulation duration and subtracting the time spent in unsuccessful
stimulation where unsuccessful stimulation is
deﬁned as any leg period when the root-meansquare (RMS) error is at least 2 greater than the
baseline error. Baseline error is deﬁned as the
RMS tracking error observed at the beginning of
the protocol (i.e., before the onset of fatigue). To
remove transient error from the baseline calculation, the ﬁrst two periods of stimulation are
neglected. The RMS error of the next three leg
periods is calculated and saved as the baseline
error. The SRT data were also used to compare
the two varied-frequency protocols (Protocols 3
and 4) at 10-HZ intervals.
A second set of experiments was performed to
determine the change in muscle response to highand low-frequency stimulation (i.e., low- or highMUSCLE & NERVE
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frequency fatigue). For each leg and each experiment, the protocols were completed in random
order. To reduce the possibility that fatigue
affected the results, a minimum 24-hour rest was
required between each protocol.
Leg angle was controlled using the closed-loop
nonlinear control strategy13 to adjust the voltage
(i.e., amplitude modulation). To reduce the effect
of day-to-day variability in muscle response to stimulation, the control gains were adjusted to minimize the baseline tracking error. Although the
effect of control gain tuning was not studied in
this research, efforts were made to reduce the possible inﬂuence of different gain tuning. Speciﬁcally, normalized tuning was used such that for
each stimulation protocol, the controller was tuned
for the middle frequency (i.e., 30 HZ). If the control gain had a positive effect on the SRT, an
extended time at this stimulation frequency would
be expected, but no such effect was found. In addition to gain tuning, a pre-trial test was performed
to determine the appropriate initial voltage to
reduce the transient error.
Once the control gains and initial voltage level
were determined, an algorithm was used to compute a baseline error. The algorithm neglected the
ﬁrst two periods of the stimulation (i.e., the ﬁrst 3
seconds) to remove transient error from the calculation. The RMS error of the next three periods
was calculated and determined to be the baseline
error. For subsequent leg periods, the RMS error
was calculated and compared with the baseline.
For any period in which the RMS error was 2
larger than the baseline, that period was determined to be unsuccessful.
For the varied-frequency protocols, each stimulation frequency was allowed two unsuccessful stimulations, and then the frequency was either
decreased (Protocol 3) or increased (Protocol 4)
by 2 HZ. When the ﬁnal stimulation frequency was
reached (either 20 HZ or 40 HZ, depending on the
protocol), four unsuccessful stimulations were
allowed before ending stimulation. For the constant-frequency protocols, four unsuccessful stimulations were allowed before ending stimulation.
Unsuccessful stimulations were not required to be
consecutive in determining when to modulate the
stimulation frequency or end the stimulation.
Unsuccessful stimulations were subtracted from
the total stimulation time to calculate the SRT. By
removing unsuccessful time, the experiments were
comparable across both varied- and constant-frequency protocols.
In the second set of experiments, the varied-frequency protocols were examined to determine
whether differences existed with respect to low- or
high-frequency fatigue. Prior to and immediately
384
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following each protocol, 0.1 second of low-frequency (10 HZ) and 0.1 second of high-frequency
(100 HZ) stimulation were delivered at a predetermined voltage to the quadriceps femoris muscle
group. Voltage was determined in a pre-trial test
such that either the evoked leg excursion was at
least 25 or the voltage reached 50 V. The maximum leg angle reached by each stimulation was
recorded. Changes in the maximum leg angle
quantiﬁed the change in muscle response in terms
of low- or high-frequency fatigue. Because the torque produced from 10-HZ stimulation is signiﬁcantly lower than that produced from 100-HZ stimulation, the voltages were not set to be equal.10
However, the voltage supplied at each stimulation
before the protocol began was equal to that supplied after the protocol.
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
performed on the normalized SRTs to ascertain if
differences exist between the four protocols. To
normalize the SRTs, each of the subject’s SRTs
obtained from the four protocols was divided by
his/her maximum SRT. Normalization accounts
for the variability in types of muscle between subjects (i.e., sprinter vs. marathon muscle). Post hoc
analysis (Tukey–Kramer method) was used to
determine differences between individual protocols. In addition, t-tests were used to determine differences between interval periods during the varied-frequency protocols as well as in change to
muscle response to low- and high-frequency stimulation. The level of signiﬁcance was set at a ¼ 0.05
for all t-tests and post hoc analyses.
RESULTS

The SRT data are listed in Table 1 with the respective boxplots of the normalized data depicted in
Figure 2. The results indicate that the mean normalized SRTs for Protocols 1 and 2 are statistically
less than the mean normalized SRTs for Protocols
3 and 4 (Tukey–Kramer method, a ¼ 0.05). However, no statistically signiﬁcant differences were
found between the two constant-frequency protocols or between the two varied-frequency protocols.
In addition to comparisons of the total SRTs
between protocols, SRTs were also examined for
both of the varied-frequency protocols in 10-HZ
stimulation frequency intervals. As indicated in
Table 2, statistically more contractions were performed during the ﬁrst interval (20–30 HZ) of Protocol 4 compared with the ﬁrst interval (40–30 HZ)
of Protocol 3 (P ¼ 0.036). Similarly, normalized
SRTs in the second interval (30–20 HZ) of Protocol
3 and the second interval (30–40 HZ) of Protocol 4
also suggest a statistical beneﬁt to stimulation in
the lower frequency interval (P ¼ 0.006).
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Table 1. Successful run time (in seconds) of 12 healthy normal
legs obtained when stimulated with four different protocols.
Protocol 1:

Protocol 2:

Protocol 3:

Table 2. Successful run time (in seconds) of 12 healthy normal
legs computed in 10-HZ intervals for Protocols 3 and 4.

Protocol 4:

Leg

20-HZ
stim. freq.

40-HZ
stim. freq.

40–20-HZ
stim. freq.

20–40-HZ
stim. freq.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
Mean
SD

121.5
111.0
18.0
87.0
172.5
54.0
43.5
61.5
100.5
198.0
147.0
124.5
103.25
53.78

61.5
37.5
57.0
54.0
43.5
40.5
87.0
10.5
48.0
178.5
48.0
46.5
59.38
41.44

318.0
127.5
88.5
133.5
205.5
133.5
547.5
55.5
67.5
208.5
136.5
231.0
187.75*
135.83

241.5
328.5
66.0
88.5
234.0
82.5
97.5
64.5
159.0
207.0
166.5
261.0
166.38*
88.14

*Significantly longer SRT than Protocol 1 and Protocol 2.

For the second set of experiments (Table 3), a
statistically greater relative reduction in leg excursion occurred in response to high-frequency (100
HZ) stimulation than to low-frequency (10 HZ)
stimulation for both Protocol 3 (P ¼ 0.006) and
Protocol 4 (P ¼ 0.017). No statistically signiﬁcant
difference was found between the two protocols at
either 10 HZ or 100 HZ.
DISCUSSION

The onset of muscle fatigue during NMES/FES is
strongly dependent on the stimulation parameters
prescribed, such as intensity, frequency, and pattern of stimulation.7 Previous research by Binder-

Protocol 3 (freq. int)

Protocol 4 (freq. int.)

Leg

40–30 HZ

30–20 HZ

20–30 HZ

30–40 HZ

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
Mean
SD

114.0
64.5
78.0
94.5
162.0
40.5
120.0
54.0
66.0
178.5
87.0
135.0
99.50
43.25

214.5
64.5
25.5
54.0
48.0
93.0
435.0
7.5
1.5
30.0
58.5
175.5
100.63*
123.43

226.5
312.0
31.5
88.5
190.5
78.0
88.5
64.5
142.5
205.5
162.0
153.0
145.25*
80.26

16.5
19.5
34.5
0.0
49.5
9.0
13.5
0.0
19.5
1.5
6.0
114.0
23.63
32.01

P-values for one-tailed t-tests computed from normalized data (SRT was
divided by each subject’s maximum SRT). The t-tests were only used to
compare the first interval of Protocol 3 to the first interval of Protocol 4,
and similarly to compare the second interval of each protocol. The first
interval of one protocol should not be compared with the second interval
of another protocol due to differing states of fatigue.
*Statistically significant difference vs. the corresponding interval of the
other varied-frequency protocol.

Macleod et al.,18 Kebaetse et al.,19,20 and Kesar
et al.21 indicates that constant high-frequency stimulation protocols produce more fatigue than constant low-frequency stimulation protocols, even at
matched force levels, and that varied-frequency
protocols have better performance than constantfrequency protocols. Fatigue levels have been
shown to increase18 with increasing frequencies of
20, 40, and 60 HZ to achieve 20% or 50% of the
maximum voluntary isometric contraction force. In
addition, NMES has been applied19,20 to both
healthy subjects and those with spinal cord injury
to demonstrate that a varied-frequency strategy can
improve the performance of repetitive non-isometric contractions. Better performance has been
Table 3. Percentage change in leg excursion angle when 10and 100-HZ stimulation were applied to 6 legs before and after
Protocols 3 and 4 were performed.
Change in leg excursion angle (%)
Protocol 3

FIGURE 2. Boxplot obtained with ANOVA analysis performed on
the normalized SRTs of 12 legs when they were stimulated with
four different protocols. The F-value was obtained as 12.56. The
P-value obtained was 4.59E-6. The central marks in the boxes
represent the median, the edges of the boxes represent the 25th
and 75th percentiles, and the whiskers extend to the most
extreme data points not considered to be outliers (62.7r), as the
outliers are plotted separately as plus signs. The median values
for Protocols 1, 2, 3, and 4 are 0.555, 0.241, 0.943, and 0.996,
respectively. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which
is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Protocol 4

Leg

10-HZ stim.

100-HZ stim.

10-HZ stim.

100-HZ stim.

I
J
K
L
M
N
Mean
SD

–22.71
–31.65
25.64
–77.47
–32.50
6.28
–22.07
35.64

–36.53
–97.00
–74.20
–93.12
–84.14
–62.56
–74.59*
22.50

–76.79
–47.69
19.03
–62.54
–13.85
24.79
–26.17
42.75

–93.48
–93.53
–80.63
–95.43
–71.92
–30.83
–77.64*
24.71

P-values for one-tailed t-tests were computed.
*Statistically greater loss in excursion angle to 100-HZ stimulation than
to 10-HZ stimulation.
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observed19,20 by starting at a low stimulation frequency and later switching to a higher frequency
than by applying either a constant low frequency
or a high frequency alone. Isometric muscle performance has been demonstrated21 to improve by
using a stepwise increase in stimulation frequency.
Researchers have explored random modulation of
the pulse frequency, amplitude, and pulse width to
reduce fatigue22,23; however, random modulation
was recently proven to be invalid.23 Doublet stimulation has also been demonstrated to provide both
positive and negative effects on fatigue, depending
on the protocol.24–27 In all the aforementioned
studies, the stimulation intensity (amplitude) was
kept constant, whereas frequency was modulated.
Our study has examined the use of varied frequency and intensity stimulation to improve the
closed-loop performance of the quadriceps femoris
muscle group in terms of limb position tracking
error. The results are more general in the sense
that the intensity and frequency were modulated
simultaneously while achieving successful task performance where the performance was measured by
computing SRTs. They indicate that progressively
increasing or decreasing the stimulation frequency
yields statistically greater SRT (when compared
with either constant high or constant low frequency). Although no statistically signiﬁcant difference was found between the varied-frequency protocols (Protocol 3 and 4; Table 1) in terms of total
SRT, further analysis of SRT intervals suggests statistical differences exist that favor the lower frequency intervals, independent of the initial
frequency.
Few studies have attempted to demonstrate the
effect of varying frequency from an initially high
frequency to lower frequencies. One possible reason is the greater fatigue typically associated with
high-frequency stimulation. Thus, it seems more
reasonable to start with a low frequency and then
change to a high frequency only when the muscle
output may dictate higher demands. This may be
especially true when stimulation intensity (or
another stimulation parameter) is not modulated.
In addition, this manner of frequency modulation
(i.e., low to high) may more closely mimic biological approaches to muscle activation with the central nervous system prioritizing increases in recruitment versus rate coding during voluntary
contractions. However, these results suggest that
starting with a high frequency and then changing
to a low frequency may also be considered a viable
strategy for effective delivery of NMES.
Analysis of the two varied-frequency protocols
suggests that the highest mean SRT occurred during the 20–30-HZ interval. Speciﬁcally, the results
show differences in the corresponding ﬁrst and
386
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second intervals of both protocols, suggesting that
the 20–30-HZ interval may be a more preferable
zone of stimulation, independent of fatigue state,
during NMES control to delay the onset of fatigue.
Although data from studies of frequency modulation alone (as opposed to frequency and intensity
modulation) suggest a beneﬁt in increasing frequency as muscles begin to fatigue, there are physiological mechanisms at the muscle level that may
serve to help explain the current ﬁndings. Despite
not being directly assessed in this study, the typical
slowing of the muscle contraction (i.e., increased
time to peak tension and half-relaxation times)
that occurs in the fatigued state may make delivery
of low-frequency stimuli later in protocols more efﬁcient. During repeated contractions, a signiﬁcant
amount of energy is utilized for Caþþ release/reuptake, and the combination of slowing of temporal characteristics with a lower activation frequency
could result in a net beneﬁt during this stage of
the protocols. This would explain the improved
performance during the lower frequency periods,
initially in Protocol 3 but then in the ﬁnal periods
of Protocol 4. Importantly, these results suggest
that there are signiﬁcant beneﬁts to simultaneously
utilizing frequency and amplitude modulation
instead of amplitude modulation alone for NMES
control, as neither of the constant-frequency protocols was as successful as the varied-frequency
protocols.
The second set of experiments was designed to
compare the leg excursion angle elicited by the
constant 10-HZ and 100-HZ stimulation before and
after the varied-frequency protocols. The results
suggest that there is no statistical difference in the
mechanisms of fatigue (i.e., low-frequency vs. highfrequency fatigue) between the two protocols.
These results suggest that both protocols have an
equal effect on high-frequency fatigue (i.e., change
in muscle response to high-frequency stimulation)
and low-frequency fatigue (i.e., change in muscle
response to low-frequency stimulation). As shown
by Jones28 and the results of the present study,
muscle fatigue can be caused by a number of electrophysiological and biological factors, but it is
clear that the rate of fatigue is highly dependent
on the frequency of stimulation. This study not
only shows that the control performance can be
improved in terms of maintaining the limb tracking error within a desired performance envelope
by simultaneously modulating stimulation amplitude and frequency, but it also suggests a preferable stimulation frequency zone to delay the onset
of fatigue.
In conclusion, our investigation has compared
the performance of four modulation methods
(constant low, constant high, increasing, and
MUSCLE & NERVE
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decreasing stimulation frequency). Although both
varied-frequency stimulation protocols provided
statistically signiﬁcant improvements over constantfrequency stimulation, further research is required
to determine whether there are other frequency
modulation methods to further improve performance. Each modulation strategy fatigues muscle differently, leading to a diminished ability of the limb
to perform a desired function. When compared
with amplitude modulation alone, the variable amplitude and frequency modulation strategies in this
study prolonged the ability of the limb to perform
a desired function, quantiﬁed by SRT resulting
from increased stimulation duration. Modulation
strategies that lead to an increase in SRT are likely
to improve FES task performance (e.g., an
increased number of steps during walking or an
increase in the duration of coordinated movement), because SRTs represent the duration of
limb tracking within a speciﬁed RMS error. Importantly, although the dynamic contractions used in
this study are likely more relevant than isometric
contractions, it is critical for future studies to
determine whether these same ﬁndings are indeed
applicable during actual FES-induced activities. In
addition, the underlying metabolic consequences
of various stimulation strategies must also be examined to provide an understanding of the physiological mechanisms underlying improved performance during simultaneous
frequency and
amplitude modulation.
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